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About Us

Blue Coast Kitchens came into being in May 2016, when it took over from Miles McQuillen
Kitchen Design Studio, an established business since 2004.
Jade and her father, Steve, wanted to build on the great reputation Miles had created, whilst
introducing a new, bespoke kitchen range and to showcase the variety of appliances, worktops,
and accessories now available. To provide an in-depth and honest design and quotation process
that our customers can trust.
Since then, we have grown and moved the business to the Callywith Gate Industrial Estate,
Bodmin. We are currently creating a massive 280 square metre showroom featuring not only
kitchens but bathrooms and bedroom furniture alongside flooring and lighting.
We have also created a large workshop area where our resident craftsman and joiner Dez Nyul is
able to create tailored projects and furniture.
There are kitchens for any budget, there are styles which range from the traditional to the modern,
and there are fitting solutions which can work in any space. It was important for Jade and Steve,
working with the ethos of providing a personal, professional service, to supply the best possible
products at the best price to ensure that every customer receives the kitchen they want. It is very
important to us that our impact on the environment is minimal.
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A Buyer’s Guide
A new kitchen is a major investment and isn’t something you buy every day. At Blue Coast
we place your kitchen and decisions into manageable pieces and will guide you through a
array of options to make your dream kitchen a reality.
Blue Coast helps you connect aspirational design with functional practicality, so it’s
important to take your time and explore the possibilities.
When buying a new kitchen there are so many choices, from different manufactures and
materials to different brands and fitting possibilities. Here at Blue Coast, we feel very
strongly about the quality of materials that build your kitchen. Often, when we refurbish
kitchens, we see units and worktops that have been built from poor materials that have not
stood the length of time.
Therefore, we’ve put together a list of things to look out for when you’re looking to buy a
kitchen:
•
•
•

•
•

Look at the strength of the carcass and what it is made of. Are there solid backs to
both the base and wall carcasses? What thickness edging strip does it have?
What are the doors made of? For example, you can tell the quality of a MDF door by
the weight of it; the heavier the better.
If you’re looking at an MFC or MDF door, what type of wrapping do they have? Vinyl
wrapping only covers the front and sides and is susceptible to peeling with any
moisture. Foil wrapping covers the whole door.
Worktops, what are they made of? How strong are they?
Appliances. What guarantees do they come with?
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Steps to Your Dream Kitchen
Planning your Kitchen
What are your 'must haves' and why are you buying a new
kitchen? Take inspiration from our suggestions and ensure
you've got everything covered.

Choosing your Kitchen
Your kitchen worktop and doors are always visible so it's
essential to choose wisely. Consider the finish, the colour
and the style whilst remembering the maintenance
practicalities.

Smart Storage
From co-ordinating carcass colours to clever storage that
maximises your usage, what's behind the door is equally as
important as the door itself.

Final Pieces
Look beyond your furniture to accentuate the wow factor
with clever lighting, design-lead handles, flooring, sinks and
taps.
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Kitchen Layout
Linear
Used for compact kitchens. Combine
with clever storage solutions to
maximise the space.

Galley
Works best for long narrow kitchens
with everything within easy reach.

L-shape
The most common kitchen layout,
leaving space to move around and
possibly enough space for a dining
table.
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Kitchen Layout
U-shape
Great for lots of storage space. Use pull
out corner units for easy access to all
your pots and pans.

Island
This desirable layout works best with
large open plan kitchens, creating a
flexible and social working space.

G-shape
Get additional storage and worktop
space with a G-shape kitchen. Also
ideal for creating a social centre point.
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Trevone Collection
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Trevone Collection – Boston
MDF Shaker Style – Foil wrapping
Matt Finish – Standard Size

Available in:

Cashmere Dust Grey

Fjord

Dove Grey Graphite
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Mussell

Navy

White

Trevone Collection – Buckingham
MDF Shaker Style – Foil wrapping
Matt Finish – Standard Size

Cashmere Dove Grey Dakar Dust Grey

Ivory
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Mussell

Oak

Stone Grey White

Trevone Collection – Larissa Matt
MDF ‘J’ Profile door – Foil wrapping and lacquered
Matt finish – Standard Size

Dove Grey

White
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Dust Grey

Trevone Collection – Larissa Gloss
MDF ‘J’ Profile door – Foil wrapping and lacquered
Gloss finish – Standard Size

Alabaster

Cashmere

Dove Grey
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Dust Grey

White

Trevone Collection - Wigmore
MDF Slab door – Luxe lacquered
Matt, Gloss or Textured Finish – Any size available
25 Colours available – Please see our showroom
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Widemouth Collection
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Widemouth Collection – Malmo Matt
MDF ‘J’ Profile door – Foil wrapping and lacquered
Matt finish – Any size available

Light Grey

Anthracite

Porcelain
15

White

Widemouth Collection – Malmo Gloss
MDF ‘J’ Profile door – Foil wrapping and lacquered
Gloss finish – Any size available

White

Porcelain

Light Grey
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Cashmere

Anthracite

Widemouth Collection - Kew
Solid Ash door
Painted Finish – Any size available
4 Stocked colours
27 Standard colours, colour match available
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Widemouth Collection – Finsbury
Solid Ash door
Painted Finish – Any size available
4 Stocked colours
27 Standard colours, colour match available
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Widemouth Collection - Barnes
Solid Ash door
Painted Finish – Any size available
4 Stocked colours
27 Standard colours, colour match available
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Widemouth Collection - Fenton
Solid Ash door
Painted Finish – Any size available
4 Stocked colours
27 Standard colours, colour match available
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Padstow Collection
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Padstow Collection – Stowe
MDF door
Painted Finish
30 Standard colours, colour match available
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Padstow Collection – Chartwell
Solid Ash door
Painted Finish – Any size available
30 Standard colours, colour match available
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Padstow Collection – Gresham
Solid Ash door
Painted Finish – Any size available
30 Standard colours, colour match available
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Padstow Collection – Langton
Solid Ash door
Painted Finish – Any size available
30 Standard colours, colour match available
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Padstow Collection – Salcombe
Solid Ash door
Painted Finish – Any size available
30 Standard colours, colour match available
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Padstow Collection – Petworth
Solid Oak door
Painted Finish – Any size available
30 Standard colours, colour match available
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Worktops – Proforma Laminate
ECONOMICAL. AFFORDABLE. FUNCTIONAL.
If you’re looking for a cheaper option, then laminate worktops provide the stylish, clean, polished
finish.
We stock a range of on-trend colours, modish designs offering realistic wood and stone effects,
and matching upstands. You can also customise your worktop with a specific finish: glaze, quarry,
vintage, fusion, gloss, roche, ultramatt, surf, and FA.
This versatile, lightweight, and practical material is an inexpensive complement to your kitchen
space.
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Worktops – Tuscan Solid Wood

As a traditional material, solid wood worktops remain extremely popular in contemporary
kitchens and can offer you either a rustic, cottage feel or a modern, smart design.
Depending on the type of species, your worktop will have a unique grain and depth to it.
Choose from different sizes and thicknesses, the lightness of the wood, width, and
hardness.
In part because of the way they age, solid wood worktops get better with use and
wear, enhancing your kitchen space with warm, natural tones and a fantastic character. If
you look after your worktop, wood is also an incredibly long-lasting material. Physically
strong, it will stand the test of time.
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Worktops – Quartz
Quartz worktops are fabricated from one of the hardest minerals on Earth. Whilst the natural
colours imbued in quartz range from whites, blacks, golds, and blues, small amounts of glass or
metallic elements are also added to create the perfect finish. This premium product offers a palette
of colour options to fit your chosen theme.
Quartz is a manmade material which is bonded together using forms of resin to create a solid, nonporous material, stain-resistant surface. As a result, bacteria cannot grow.
Other advantages of quartz worktops include their
•

durability,

•

ease of maintenance,

•

and cool surfaces which are perfect for food preparation.
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Worktops – Granite
Granite is known for its water, stain, and scratch resistant properties.
We only use the best quality material and offer a full choice of polished edges to really expose
the intricate veining, showcasing why granite remains one of the most popular surfaces for
worktops today.
Granite is a natural material and, like all natural materials, it will vary from slab to slab in
terms of patternation and colouration. Naturally beautiful, your worktop will be unique and
exquisite.
Requiring minimal upkeep and care, granite worktops maintain their sleek and polished look
for a lifetime.
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Worktops – Corian©
Shaped according to your design and
individual dimensions, Corian© is a solid
surface material created through a unique
blend of minerals and acrylic to ensure a
stone-hard enamel which will last a lifetime.
Its longevity, renewability and durability
makes Corian© environmentally friendly.
All our Corian worktops are fabricated by us
in our workshop which allows us to
•
•
•
•

Hand-fabricate
Made to measure worktops
Matching sinks (to appear as one piece)
Customisations: rebated lights, bended
worktop, shelves, breadboards, matt finish
up to a glass finish, customised edges,
drainage grooves… all made to our
customers’ specification.
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Kitchen Carcass
All our carcasses are constructed from 18mm MFC including all backs and drawer boxes. We
do not use any hardboard or 8mm material for any of our carcases. We also offer 1-2mm ABS
edging as standard on all our carcasses ensuring the highest quality and durability.
We also offer all our carcasses in a range of 25 colours - not just standard carcass white.
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Drawers – Blum
Blum pull-out drawer solutions. Blue Coast
offers a multitude of drawer types & designs,
from the design elements of ANTARO to the
ultra-thin & modern square design of
LEGRABOX, all the way to the ever-so
economical and reliable METABOX.
LEGRABOX & ANTARO can also be used
with a range of Blum's Motion Technologies,
from BLUMOTION Soft-Close, TIP-On Pushto-Open, to the state of the art electronic
opening system, SERVO-DRIVE.
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Drawers – Dovetail
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Appliances
Which brands do you choose? Which are reliable? What is the warranty like?
There are so many brands to choose from and all kitchens are completely personal, with many
people preferring tried and tested appliance brands.
We therefore offer a large variety of appliance brands ranging from the well-known Bosch and
Neff to the lesser known smaller appliance brands such as CDA.
We are one of a very few suppliers of Kitchen Aid appliances and the Samsung Premium range.
Our full range of appliances include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Our very own Essentials brand
Prima
Indesit
Belling
Samsung
Bosch
Neff
Fisher and Paykel
Rangemaster
Siemens
Kitchen Aid
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Sinks and Taps

Like appliances, there are so many sink and tap brands to choose from. We have put together a
collection that we know are good quality products, have great warranties and are great value for
money. So we stock the following brands of sinks and taps:
•
•
•
•

Our own brand of Essentials
Franke
Perrin and Rowe
Quooker
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Storage solutions
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Your Kitchen Fit
With some kitchen providers, your kitchen fit can be a stressful experience. So, it is important to
make sure that you have chosen the right kitchen fitter and that the kitchen is fitted correctly.
We offer our kitchens on both a ‘supply only’ and a ‘supply and fit’ basis.
Our team of experienced fitters come highly recommend. Steve and Dez have built a fantastic
team, full with qualified electricians, plumbers, plasterers, painters/decorators, joiners and
floorers. We are therefore able to undertake anything from simply fitting your kitchen to a full
project.
All our kitchens are fitted to the highest standard to ensure that our products can stand the test of
time. All the way through your fit, extra precautions are taken from fitting to sealing all your
plinths after scribing them to the floor and capping all screw holes.
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Blue Coast
Kitchen Design Studio

www.bluecoastkitchens.com
01208 74900
Unit 8, Callywith Gate Industrial Estate, Launceston Road,
Bodmin, Cornwall, PL31 2RQ

Why not contact us for a non-obligation design and
quotation on your next project.
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